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TEMPERATURE
Employed physicians are positive about their profession
and careers, according to an extensive survey
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Physicians who are em-

June 2014, is based on responses from 20,088 physicians across

ployed by IDNs or other entities

the United States.

appear to have a better outlook
on their profession and careers

Changing attitudes

than those who are practice

Relative to the national surveys The Physicians Foundation con-

owners. That’s good news for

ducted in 2012 and 2008, doctors are more positive in their outlook

IDN executives, including those

as their ranks change demographically and as their status rapidly

in supply chain, who are assum-

shifts from that of independent practice owner to employee, ac-

ing more responsibilities for

cording to Merritt Hawkins.

owned physician practices.
“America’s physician work-

Respondents to the 2014 survey are younger, and more likely
to work in employed settings (e.g., hospital systems), compared

force is undergoing significant
changes,” Walker Ray, M.D., vice
president of The Physicians
Foundation and chair of its research committee, was quoted
as saying, following the release
of “The Physicians Foundation’s 2014 Survey of America’s
Physicians,” conducted by Merritt Hawkins. “Physicians are
younger, more are working in
employed practice settings and

Younger physicians, female
physicians, employed physicians and
primary care physicians are more
positive about the current medical
practice environment than are older
physicians, male physicians, medical
specialists and practice owners.

more are leaving private practice.”

to those in earlier surveys. Percentage-wise, more are females, and

This “new guard” of physi-

more work in primary care. In 2014, the average age of the respon-

cians report having less capac-

dents is 50, vs. an average age of 54 in 2012. In 2014, 33 percent of

ity to take on additional pa-

the survey respondents are female, vs. 26 percent in 2012. Survey

tients, a trend that could have

respondents mirror the composition of the current U.S. physician

implications for patient access

workforce, according to Merritt Hawkins.

to care, he said. But they are also

Physicians are not uniform in their perspectives. Younger

somewhat optimistic about the

physicians, female physicians, employed physicians and prima-

future of medicine.

ry care physicians are more positive about the current medi-

The survey, conducted on-

cal practice environment than are older physicians, male phy-

line from March 2014 through

sicians, medical specialists and practice owners. Even so, the
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majority of almost all groups suffer from low morale and express

• Nevertheless, on average,

doubts about the direction of the healthcare system. In addition,

more than 49 percent of the

more than two-thirds of employed physicians (68 percent) ex-

patients physicians do see

pressed concerns relative to clinical autonomy and their ability to

are enrolled in Medicare

make the best decisions for their patients.

or Medicaid.

Practice ownership
•O
 nly 35 percent of physicians describe themselves as indepen-

• Seventy-two percent of
physicians believe there is a

dent practice owners, down from 49 percent in 2012 and

physician shortage, that more

62 percent in 2008.

physicians should be trained,
and that the cap on funding

• Fifty-three percent of physicians describe themselves as hospital
or medical group employees, up from 44 percent in 2012 and

for physician graduate medical education should be lifted.

38 percent in 2008.

Morale
• Only 17 percent of physicians indicate they are in solo practice, down
from 25 percent in 2012.

• Only 29 percent of responding
physicians would not choose
medicine if they had their

Capacity

careers to do over, a decrease

• E ighty-one percent of physicians describe themselves as either

from 35 percent in 2012.

overextended or at full capacity, up from 75 percent in 2012 and
76 percent in 2008. Only 19 percent say they have time to see
more patients.

• Forty-four percent of physicians describe their morale
and feelings about the cur-

• F orty-four percent of physicians plan to take one or more steps

rent state of the medical

that would reduce patient access to their services, such as seeing

profession as positive, an

fewer patients, retiring, working part-time, closing their practice

increase from 32 percent

to new patients, or seeking a non-clinical job, leading to the po-

in 2012.

tential loss of tens of thousands of full-time-equivalents (FTEs).
• Fifty percent of physicians
• Twenty-four percent of physicians either do not see Medicare
patients or limit the number of Medicare patients they see.

would recommend medicine
as a career to their children
or other young people, an

• Thirty-eight percent of physicians either do not see Medicaid
patients or limit the number of Medicaid patients they see.

6

increase from 42 percent in
2012 and 40 percent in 2008.
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• Sixty-nine percent of physicians believe that their clinical autonomy
is sometimes or often limited and their decisions compromised.

• Twenty-six percent of physicians now participate in an
accountable care organiza-

•P
 hysicians work an average of 53 hours a week, virtually the iden-

tion, though only 13 percent

tical number of hours they reported working in 2012, but down

believe ACOs will enhance

from 57 hours in 2008.

quality and decrease costs.

• Fifty percent of physicians indicate their belief that implemen-

Physician morale

tation of ICD-10 will cause severe administrative problems in

Although the physicians re-

their practices.

sponding to the 2014 survey
are more positive in their per-

• Physicians spend 20 percent of their time on non-clinical paperwork.

spectives than physicians who
responded to the 2012 survey,

• Thirty-nine percent of physicians indicate they will accelerate
their retirement plans due to changes in the healthcare system.

these positive feelings are relative and not absolute, according to Merritt Hawkins. The

Healthcare reform

2014 survey shows what may

• F orty-six percent of physicians give the Affordable Care Act a D or

be an incipient change in phy-

F grade, while 25 percent give it an A or B.

sician attitudes for the better,
many physicians today contin-

• Eighty-five percent of physicians have adopted electronic

ue to express a low level of mo-

medical records (EMR), up from 69 percent in 2012. However,

rale and significant misgivings

46 percent indicate EMR implementation has detracted from

about the state of their profes-

their efficiency, while only 24 percent say it has improved

sion and the healthcare system.

their efficiency.

Responses to the morale question show that the “new guard”

• S even percent of physicians now practice some form of direct

of medicine -- including younger

pay/concierge medicine, while 13 percent indicate they plan to

physicians, female physicians,

transition in whole or in part to this type of practice. Seventeen

employed physicians and primary

percent of physicians 45 or younger indicate they will transition

care physicians – expressed con-

to direct pay/concierge practice.

siderably higher levels of professional morale than did “old guard”

8

• Thirty-three percent of physicians currently participate in insur-

physicians, including those over

ance products offered through their state/federal marketplace

age 45, male physicians, practice

exchanges, while 28 percent say they have no plans to.

owners and specialists.
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This gap is most apparent among employed physicians, 50.6 per-

to become employees in ex-

cent of whom described their morale as very or somewhat positive,

change for security, while prac-

compared to only 33.1 percent of practice owners. Similarly, 50.2

tice owners sacrifice security

percent of primary care physicians described their morale as very

to preserve clinical autonomy,

or somewhat positive compared to only 40.7 percent of specialists.

Merritt Hawkins researchers

The majority of physicians 45 or younger (54.3 percent) described

note. In fact, the survey sug-

their morale as very or somewhat positive, compared to only 38.9

gests that many employed phy-

percent of physicians 46 or older.

sicians and practice owners feel

The relatively positive feelings expressed by younger physicians

their clinical autonomy is lim-

may be in part a result of the fact that most doctors under the age

ited, in close to equal numbers.

of 45 entered the profession when changes to physician practice

This may in part be a result of
more robust clinical an-

Fifty percent of physicians would recommend
medicine as a career to their children or other
young people, an increase from 42 percent in
2012 and 40 percent in 2008.

alytics than existed in
the past, which, by outlining treatment protocols for various medical
conditions, have taken
some of the subjectivity out of medicine.

structures and reimbursement already were underway, according
have no basis for comparing the employed practice model to the

Physician supply and
patient access

independent model.

The majority of physicians (56.4

to the researchers. Since many have always been employed and

percent) indicated they will

10

Autonomy in clinical decision-making

continue practicing as they are.

Fewer than one-third of physicians say they are free to make the

Over 40 percent, however, said

best decisions for their patients, while 69 percent say their medi-

they will take one or more steps

cal decisions are sometimes or often compromised. Responses to

likely to reduce patient access

this question vary only marginally among various physician types,

to their services. Over 9 percent

notes the researchers.

of physicians indicated they will

What may be most notable about responses to the question

retire in the next one to three

about clinical autonomy is that employed physicians indicated their

years. Should they do so, ap-

clinical autonomy is slightly less limited than practice owners, by a

proximately 72,000 physicians

margin of 68.2 percent to 70.6 percent. This contradicts the widely

would be removed from the

held perception that physicians sacrifice their clinical autonomy

workforce, note the researchers.
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Over 10 percent said they will seek a non-clinical jobs within health-

26 percent of their time, on non-

care, an occurrence that would remove an additional 80,000 physi-

clinical duties; and also decreased

cians from the workforce. Over 18 percent said they will cut back

relative to 2012, when physicians

on hours, while 7.8 percent said they will cut back on the number

reported spending 12.01 hours,

of patients they see. An additional 29.2 percent said they will adopt

or 22.6 percent of their time, on

a style of practice (concierge, locum tenens, part-time, or hospital

non-clinical duties. These num-

employed) likely to reduce their patient load.

bers suggest administrative effi-

That the physician workforce can ill-afford the loss is underscored by

ciency gains have been achieved,

physicians themselves, note the researchers. When asked to describe their

possibly through the increased

practices, over 81 percent of physicians said that they are either at full ca-

or more strategic use of informa-

pacity or are overextended and

tion technology, including EMR,

overworked, up from 75.5 percent
in 2012. Only 19 percent indicated
they have the time to see more
patients and assume more duties,
down from 24.5 percent in 2012.
Whether or not the growing
number of Medicare and Medicaid enrollees will have reasonable
access to a physician is an open

What may be most
notable about responses
to the question about
clinical autonomy is that
employed physicians
indicated their clinical
autonomy is slightly
less limited than
practice owners.

through enhanced management
techniques, or for other reasons,
according to Merritt Hawkins.
Notable here is that employed physicians report working more hours per week on
non-clinical duties than do
practice owners. Employed physicians report spending 10.63

question, according to Merritt Hawkins. About one quarter of physicians

hours per week on non-clinical

responding to the survey now no longer see Medicare patients or limit

paperwork, while owners re-

the number they see, while 38.1 percent no longer see Medicaid patients

port spending 9.79 hours. One

or limit the number they see. By contrast, in 2012, only 8.6 percent of phy-

of the presumed benefits of

sicians said they had closed their practices to Medicare patients while

physician employment is that it

26.7 percent said they had closed their practices to Medicaid patients.

frees doctors from the non-clin-

Given the potential shortage of physicians, it would be advanta-

ical duties of running a practice

geous if doctors could devote a minimal amount of time to tasks not

with which practice owners

directly related to patient care. However, the survey indicates that physi-

must contend, and therefore al-

cians spend 10.58 hours a week on non-clinical paperwork duties, or 20

lows them to spend more time

percent of their total work hours. However, in a positive development,

with patients. Both the 2014

physician work hours spent on non-clinical duties decreased in 2014

and the 2012 surveys suggest
this is not the case. JHC

relative to 2008, when physicians reported spending 15.19 hours, or

Editor’s note: To receive a copy of the 2014 Survey of America’s Physicians, go to www.physiciansfoundation.org
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Age makes a difference
What is your current professional status?
Practice owner partner/associate
Employed by a hospital
Employed by a medical group
Other

45 or younger
22.4 percent
40.7 percent
25.0 percent
11.9 percent

46 or older
41.5 percent
24.7 percent
21.0 percent
12.8 percent

Which best describes how you feel about the future of the medical profession?
45 or younger
46 or older
Very positive
10.5 percent
10.2 percent
Somewhat positive
44.5 percent
35.6 percent
Somewhat negative
36.8 percent
40.9 percent
Very negative
8.3 percent
13.4 percent
Hospital employment of physicians is a positive trend likely to enhance quality of care and decrease costs.
45 or younger
46 or older
Mostly agree
11.7 percent
8.1 percent
Somewhat agree
35.7 percent
23.4 percent
Somewhat disagree
27.7 percent
29.3 percent
Mostly disagree
24.9 percent
39.2 percent
What overall grade would you give the Affordable Care Act as a vehicle for healthcare reform?
45 or younger
46 or older
A
4.1 percent
3.4 percent
B
25.8 percent
19.5 percent
C
33.1 percent
26.3 percent
D
19.0 percent
22.3 percent
F
18.0 percent
28.5 percent
Has your practice implemented electronic medical records?
45 or younger
Yes
92.2 percent
No
7.8 percent
If yes, how has EMR affected your practice?
Improved quality of care
Detracted from quality of care
Improved efficiency
Detracted from efficiency
Improved patient interaction
Detracted from patient interaction
Has had little to no impact on above

45 or younger
41.7 percent
18.0 percent
30.9 percent
37.6 percent
5.8 percent
43.4 percent
7.4 percent

46 or older
81.4 percent
18.6 percent
46 or older
26.0 percent
28.0 percent
20.2 percent
51.1 percent
3.8 percent
49.4 percent
7.7 percent

Source: 2014 Survey of America’s Physicians, ©2014, The Physicians Foundation
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Owner or employee?
Among physicians who identify themselves as employees, 57.6 percent say they are employed by a
hospital, and 42.4 percent say they are employed by a medical group.
Which best describes your morale and your feelings about the current state of the medical profession?
Employed
Owner
Very positive
9.9 percent
6.2 percent
Somewhat positive
40.6 percent
26.9 percent
Somewhat negative
35.2 percent
40.7 percent
Very negative
14.3 percent
26.2 percent
Which best describes how you feel about the future of the medical profession?
Employed
Very positive
11.2 percent
Somewhat positive
42.0 percent
Somewhat negative
38.3 percent
Very negative
8.5 percent

Owner
7.0 percent
33.0 percent
43.5 percent
16.5 percent

Hospital employment of physicians is a positive trend likely to enhance quality of care and decrease costs.
Employed
Owner
Mostly agree
13.1 percent
3.2 percent
Somewhat agree
36.3 percent
13.5 percent
Somewhat disagree
28.7 percent
27.9 percent
Mostly disagree
21.9 percent
55.4 percent
Do you participate in an accountable care organization?
Employed
Yes
32.2 percent
No
40.7 percent
Unsure
27.1 percent

Owner
21.7 percent
67.0 percent
11.3 percent

Has your practice implemented electronic medical records?
Employed
Yes
92.9 percent
No
7.1 percent

Owner
73.5 percent
26.5 percent

If yes, how has EMR affected your practice?
Improved quality of care
Detracted from quality of care
Improved efficiency
Detracted from efficiency
Improved patient interaction
Detracted from patient interaction
Has had little to no impact on above

Employed
36.1 percent
23.1 percent
25.3 percent
45.0 percent
4.9 percent
46.6 percent
6.2 percent

Owner
23.7 percent
26.9 percent
22.5 percent
48.3 percent
4.2 percent
48.0 percent
9.8 percent

Source: 2014 Survey of America’s Physicians, ©2014, The Physicians Foundation
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Gender breakdown/differences
What is your current professional status?
Male

Female

Practice owner/partner/associate

38.5 percent

26.7 percent

Employed by a hospital

29.4 percent

32.5 percent

Employed by a medical group

20.7 percent

26.0 percent

Other

11.4 percent

14.8 percent

Which best describes how you feel about the future of the medical profession?
Male

Female

Very positive

10.8 percent

9.5 percent

Somewhat positive

35.0 percent

45.5 percent

Somewhat negative

40.2 percent

37.3 percent

Very negative

14.0 percent

7.7 percent

Hospital employment of physicians is a positive trend likely to enhance quality of care and decrease costs.
Male

Female

Mostly agree

8.5 percent

10.5 percent

Somewhat agree

25.0 percent

33.4 percent

Somewhat disagree

28.5 percent

29.8 percent

Mostly disagree

38.0 percent

26.2 percent

What overall grade would you give the Affordable Care Act as a vehicle for healthcare reform?
Male

Female

A

3.5 percent

4.1 percent

B

19.3 percent

26.6 percent

C

26.2 percent

34.2 percent

D

22.8 percent

17.5 percent

F

28.2 percent

17.6 percent

Source: 2014 Survey of America’s Physicians, ©2014, The Physicians Foundation
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Primary care or specialist?
What is your current professional status?
Practice owner/partner/associate
Employed by a hospital
Employed by a medical group
Other

Primary care
29.8 percent
31.1 percent
27.1 percent
12.0 percent

Specialist
37.4 percent
30.4 percent
19.5 percent
12.7 percent

Primary care
57.7 percent
42.3 percent

Specialist
72.6 percent
27.4 percent

What is your gender?
Male
Female

Which best describes how you feel about the future of the medical profession?
Primary care
Very positive
10.2 percent
Somewhat positive
38.7 percent
Somewhat negative
39.5 percent
Very negative
11.6 percent

Specialist
9.4 percent
38.0 percent
39.8 percent
12.9 percent

Hospital employment of physicians is a positive trend likely to enhance quality of care and decrease costs.
Primary care
Specialist
Mostly agree
11.0 percent
8.4 percent
Somewhat agree
31.2 percent
25.7 percent
Somewhat disagree
28.6 percent
28.5 percent
Mostly disagree
29.3 percent
37.3 percent
What overall grade would you give the Affordable Care Act as a vehicle for healthcare reform?
PC
Specialist
A
4.4 percent
3.1 percent
B
26.5 percent
19.3 percent
C
29.9 percent
28.1 percent
D
18.7 percent
22.5 percent
F
20.5 percent
26.9 percent
Source: 2014 Survey of America’s Physicians, ©2014, The Physicians Foundation
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visit midmark.com/JHC.

consultation zone

sliding door

patient/family access

TAKING THEIR TEMPERATURE

Clinical autonomy

Which best describes your current level of clinical autonomy/ability to make the best decisions for
your patients? (All respondents)
No limitations; I am free to make my own decisions I think are best.
31.0 percent
Some or many limitations; my decisions are sometimes or often compromised.
69.0 percent
Lack of clinical autonomy by physician type
45 or younger
46 or older
Male
Female
Employed
Owner
Primary care
Specialist

Decisions sometimes/often compromised
68.9 percent
69.1 percent
68.7 percent
69.7 percent
68.2 percent
70.6 percent
70.1 percent
68.6 percent

Source: 2014 Survey of America’s Physicians, ©2014, The Physicians Foundation

Most satisfying aspect of medical practice
What two factors do you find most satisfying about medical practice? (All respondents)
Patient relationships
78.6 percent
Intellectual stimulation
65.3 percent
Interaction with colleagues
22.0 percent
Financial rewards
15.2 percent
Prestige of medicine
12.2 percent
Source: 2014 Survey of America’s Physicians, ©2014, The Physicians Foundation

Physician supply and patient access
In the next one to three years, do you plan to (check all that apply). (All respondents)
Continue as I am
56.4 percent
Cut back on hours
18.2 percent
Seek a non-clinical job within healthcare
10.4 percent
Retire
9.4 percent
Work locum tenens
9.1 percent
Cut back on patients seen
7.8 percent
Seek employment with a hospital
7.3 percent
Work part-time
6.4 percent
Switch to a concierge practice
6.2 percent
Close practice to new patients
2.4 percent
Source: 2014 Survey of America’s Physicians, ©2014, The Physicians Foundation
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RELY ON US

FROM SUPPLY CHAIN
TO DRIVING EFFICIENCY,
WE DELIVER.

Henry Schein, the number one distributor
to office-based practitioners worldwide, has partnered
with the country’s leading health systems to create
turnkey solutions for their physician integration
and alignment needs. We are recognized by some of
the world’s largest health care organizations for our
outstanding service capabilities and expertise.
To arrange an exploratory conversation, email us at
letsmeet@henryschein.com or call 1-844-201-6330

View Health System Case Studies and more:

www.henryschein.com/casestudies

TAKING THEIR TEMPERATURE

Optimism for the Future
A new generation of
doctors finds plenty
of reasons to be
optimistic about the
future of medicine

Your physician customers have plenty to grumble about.
Too many people and agencies peering over their shoulders. Too
much paperwork. So many patients, so little time.
Many doctors describe themselves as overextended, and more than
half describe in negative terms their feeling about the current state
of the profession, according to the recently released “2014 Survey of
America’s Physicians,” performed by Merritt Hawkins on behalf of The
Physicians Foundation.
If you take a closer look, you will find reasons to be optimistic about
the future of medicine, says Kurt Mosley, vice president of strategic
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power relative to independent practice, the survey shows. Both independent and employed physicians sometimes have their clinical
autonomy limited, the survey indicates. Today’s doctors have one primary charge – to make sure their patients’ health has improved and
that patients are happy about their care, he says. “That gives doctors
at least some autonomy.”
There’s more good news, says Mosley: Many doctors are going
back into family medicine. “In the past, if you asked, ‘Why are people
going into family medicine,’ the
answer was, ‘location, location,
location,’ They wanted to practice medicine in a certain location. But today, the answer is
‘lifestyle, lifestyle, lifestyle.’”
Young doctors – a growing
percentage of whom are female – want better relationships
with their patients. They want to
spend more time with each of
them. That is a luxury that over-

“This whole changing
of the guard is good
news for everyone.
We have to have an
optimistic medical
group. If you’re a
patient, you want
your doctor to
be happy.”

worked family physicians have been unable to enjoy. But today, with
alliances, Merritt Hawkins. That’s

a growing support system – nurse practitioners, hospitalists, physician

because of the changing atti-

assistants, etc. – they can do just that. The Affordable Care Act, with its

tudes, hopes and expectations

emphasis on the medical home, will only reinforce the trend.

on the part of a new generation
of doctors, he says.

Family medicine is attractive to a new generation of doctors for a
couple other reasons, says Mosley. First, compensation continues to

Today’s young doctors are

increase (though it will probably never eclipse that of many special-

more likely to seek employment

ists). Second, primary care physicians can do a lot more today than

than own a practice, according

ever before, given new technology, information systems, etc.

to the survey. Little surprise,

“Doctors tell me that the prejudice against family medicine is fading,”

given that employment offers

he continues. In the past, faculty advisors might have told their interns or

security, a predictable paycheck,

residents, “You’re too smart for primary care,” he says. “No more.

and more, says Mosley. However,

“This whole changing of the guard is good news for everyone.

employment does not mean a

We have to have an optimistic medical group. If you’re a patient,
you want your doctor to be happy.” JHC

loss of clinical decision-making
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Traceability law takes effect
Federal Drug Quality and Security Act of 2013 creates a national standard for
tracing drug products from the unit level back to the factory
Providers and suppliers have embarked on a

ated difficulty for manufacturers and wholesalers

10-year journey implementing the provisions of

servicing multiple states. The U.S. Food and Drug

the Federal Drug Quality and Security Act of 2013.

Administration has tried to address the issue for

Signed by President Obama in November 2013, the

years – some would say clumsily. But it took the

law creates a uniform national system for tracing all

2012 fungal meningitis outbreak, blamed on the

human drug products from the unit level (i.e., the

New England Compounding Center in Framing-

bottle, tube, etc.) back to the manufacturer’s factory.

ham, Mass., to spur Congress to action.

Concerns about counterfeiting, compounding

28

and gray-market selling have dogged the phar-

Ten years after enactment, the system will facili-

maceutical industry for years. Traceability – of-

tate the exchange of information at the individu-

ten called “pedigree” – has been addressed on a

al package level about where a drug has been in

state-by-state basis, resulting in what some call

the supply chain, according to the FDA. The new

a patchwork quilt of regulations, which has cre-

system is intended to:
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SAVE THE DATE
HMMC Spring 2015 Executive Conference
Nashville Hilton Downtown
April 14-16, 2015

HMMC’s Conference in Nashville promises to be another exciting event where leaders from our
manufacturing community come together to gain insight in industry, become better leaders and to
network with peers. An exciting and talented group of speakers and panel discussions will address
timely and pertinent issues that every manufacturer of medical devices must deal with today.

www.hmmc.com

TRENDS

• Enable verification of the legitimacy of

had systems and processes in place to per-

the drug product identifier down to the

form verification, and 6) did not knowingly

package level.

provide false transaction information and

• Enhance detection and notification of il-

did not alter the transaction history.

legitimate products in the drug supply chain.
• Facilitate more efficient recalls of drug products.

The Three Ts
Manufacturers, distributors and providers will no-

Manufacturers were to begin sending distributors TI, TH and TS information beginning on Jan. 1,
2015. Manufacturers will be required to pass this
information in electronic format by November 2017.

tice that the word “pedigree” is becoming obsolete, replaced by new terminology, which some

Next steps

are calling the “Three T’s”:

An adjunct of traceability is the adoption of a uni-

• Transaction Information (TI): Includes the
name of the product, strength and dosage
form, NDC, container size, number of con-

versally recognized, universally applied numbering system for products in the supply chain.
The DQSA calls for manufacturers to affix a

tainers, lot number, transaction date, the

product identifier to each individual package and

shipment date and the name and address of

case of product by 2017, noted Liz Gallenagh,

the sellers and buyers.

Esq., vice president, government affairs and general

An adjunct of traceability is the
adoption of a universally recognized,
universally applied numbering system
for products in the supply chain.

agement Association, speaking at an
HDMA seminar on traceability this fall.
Repackagers must affix product identifiers by 2018. A product identifier is a
standardized graphic (a two-dimen-

• Transaction History (TH): Paper or electronic

sional data matrix) that carries the product’s

statement that includes the transaction in-

standardized numerical identifier (SNI), lot num-

formation for each prior transaction back to

ber, and expiration date in both human- and ma-

the manufacturer.

chine-readable format, she said. By 2023, supply

• Transaction Statement (TS): Paper or electronic attestation by the entity transferring
ownership of the product that it: 1) is autho-
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counsel, Healthcare Distribution Man-

chain members must electronically trace product
at the individual package (unit) level.

rized under the Act, 2) received the product

Resources

from an authorized party, 3) received TI and

The Drug Quality and Security Act contains provi-

TS from the previous seller, 4) did not know-

sions for a number of things in addition to trace-

ingly ship suspect or illegitimate product, 5)

ability, including:
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Let us help you tie it all together.
When choosing IDN standardization of diagnostic cardiology, consider this: Who
can offer intuitive solutions in Hospitals, Physician Offices and Clinics? Who has
the largest direct field service team specifically focused on Diagnostic Cardiology?
Who pioneered interoperability to third party ECG Management Systems? Who
builds their products in Milwaukee, Wisconsin?
One answer, three brands: Burdick – Mortara – Quinton.
To learn about how we can assist you in meeting the needs
Scan here for
of your IDN, call us today at 800.231.7437.
more information
plus a free gift!

TRENDS

• Licensure of wholesalers and third-partylogistics providers
• Identification, reporting and disposition of
suspect products
• Returns
• Repackaging

The Healthcare Distribution Management Association has a variety of informational materials on pharmaceutical traceability and the Drug
Quality and Security Act of 2013 at www.healthcaredistribution.org/ir_issues/pedigree.asp.
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration offers

• Third-party-logistics providers

explanations of the law at www.fda.gov/drugs/

• Recordkeeping

drugsafety/drugintegrityandsupplychainsecurity/drugsupplychainsecurityact/default.htm

Key provisions of the Drug
Quality and Security Act of 2013
Drug manufacturers, wholesale drug dis-

• Detection and response. A system to quar-

tributors, repackagers, and many dispensers – pri-

antine and promptly investigate a drug that

marily pharmacies – will be called on to work in

has been identified as suspect, meaning

cooperation with the U.S. Food and Drug Admin-

that it may be counterfeit, unapproved, or

istration to develop a new traceability system over

potentially dangerous.

the next 10 years, says the FDA. Among key provisions to be implemented are requirements for:
• Product identification. A unique product

• Notification. Systems and processes to notify
FDA and other stakeholders if an illegitimate
drug is found.

identifier on certain prescription drug pack-

• Wholesaler licensing. Wholesale drug distrib-

ages, for example, using a bar code that can

utors to report their licensing status and con-

be easily read electronically.

tact information to FDA. This information will

• Product tracing. Information about a drug
and who handled it each time it is sold in the
U.S. market.
• Product verification. Systems and processes
in place to verify the product identifier on
certain prescription drug packages.

then be made available in a public database.
• Third-party-logistics provider licensing.
Third-party-logistics providers, those who
provide storage and logistical operations
related to drug distribution, to obtain a
state or federal license. JHC

Source: U.S. Food and Drug Administration, www.fda.gov/Drugs/DrugSafety/DrugIntegrityand
SupplyChainSecurity/DrugSupplyChainSecurityAct/default.htm
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Lighter than ever. Strong as always.
New StarMed PLUS Nitrile
®

ELEVATE THE PATIENT CARE
EXPERIENCE WITH SEMPERMED’S
BEST FITTING, BEST FEELING
GLOVE EVER.

•
•
•
•

™

Superior tactile sensitivity and high level protection
Smart Dispense Technology, Single Glove Delivery®
Tested for use with chemotherapy drugs
300 gloves per box* for greater efficiency
*250 count in XL size only

Try new StarMed® PLUS™ Nitrile for free!
FreeGloves@SempermedUSA.com | 800.749.3650

Learn how eco-friendly practices minimize our

W e a r e p e o p l e p r o t e c t i o n.®
Follow us on Twitter

SempermedUSA.com/Blog

13900 49th Street North • Clearwater, Florida 33762

global impact at www.GlovethePlanet.com

Connect on LinkedIn

Phone: 800.366.9545 / 727.787.7250

Fax: 800.763.5491

HEALTHCARE LEADERSHIP
By Dan Nielsen

A big “why” that
leads to an easy “how”
I was recently reminded of one of the

achieve greater proficiency and success in the ar-

most powerful leadership principles ever en-

eas in which they have interest and passion.

countered: “If you have a big enough why, the
how becomes easy.”

However, the overwhelming truth is if you
have a big enough why, the how becomes easy.

Most leaders, organizations, and people focus

This is true in every area of our lives. A clearly ar-

on the “how.” Take a look at the titles and focus of

ticulated, understood, and passionate “why” will

millions of books, articles, and blogs. Take a look

trump “how to” every time. The underlying and
foundational “why” is far more force-

Interest in “how to” is natural and
good. Driven, energetic, eager,
and curious people will always
seek and be attracted to “how to.”

ful, far more powerful, and far more
enduring than the “how.”
A leader, team, or organization
truly inspired, passionate, and crystal clear about “why” will consistently
blow by, surpass, and accomplish far
more than a leader, team, or organiza-

at the titles and focus of thousands of presentations, videos, training programs, seminars, and
conferences. “How to do this.” “How to do that.”

tion focused only on “how.”
As a leader, where is your priceless time and energy invested? Are you mainly focused on leading,

“How to” consistently dominates content de-

teaching, coaching, and evaluating at the level of

velopment as well as personal, professional, and

“how?” Or are you mainly focused on the far more

organizational development.

important, impactful, and enduring level of “why?”

Interest in “how to” is natural and good. Driven,

Attract, inspire, and lead people who become

energetic, eager, and curious people will always

passionate and fully committed to the “why.” The

seek and be attracted to “how to.” They want to

“how” will then be far easier and pretty much take
care of itself. JHC

learn, they want to improve, and they want to

Copyright © 2015 by Dan Nielsen – www.dannielsen.com
America’s Healthcare Leaders – www.americashealthcareleaders.com
National Institute for Healthcare Leadership – www.nihcl.com
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AN INSPIRED
PERFORMANCE

The most memorable opus often
comes from years of refinement and
innovation. SolutionsTrust has been
instrumental in improving clinical,
operational and financial outcomes
for many of the nation’s leading
healthcare providers.
Call on the operator experience of
SolutionsTrust at healthtrustpg.com
to optimize your supply chain
performance.

O R C H E S T R AT I N G S U C C E S S
AN AFFILIATE OF PARALLON

